Abstract. We discuss the nearest λ q -multiple continued fractions and their duals for λ q = 2 cos π q which are closely related to the Hecke triangle groups G q , q = 3, 4, . . .. They have been introduced in the case q = 3 by Hurwitz and for even q by Nakada. These continued fractions are generated by interval maps f q respectively f ⋆ q which are conjugate to subshifts over infinite alphabets. We generalize to arbitrary q a result of Hurwitz concerning the G q -and f q -equivalence of points on the real line. The natural extension of the maps f q and f ⋆ q can be used as a Poincaré map for the geodesic flow on the Hecke surfaces G q \H and allows to construct the transfer operator for this flow.
Introduction
In the transfer operator approach to Selberg's zeta-function for Fuchsian groups G [12] , [13] this functions is expressed through the Fredholmdeterminant of the generalized Perron-Frobenius operator L β for the geodesic flow on the corresponding surface G\H of constant negative curvature. This operator is constructed through an expanding interval map f : I → I closely related to a Poincaré map of the flow. In all the cases treated up to now this interval map generates some kind of continued fraction expansion like the Gauss expansion or its extensions such that the length spectrum of the flow can be completely characterized by the periodic orbits of f respectively the purely periodic continued fraction expansions. This program has been carried out in full detail for the modular surfaces Γ \ H defined by subgroups Γ ⊂ PSL(2, Z) of the full modular group.
For these groups the transfer operator has another rather important property: its eigenfunctions with eigenvalue 1 can be directly related to their automorphic forms, that is real analytic Eisenstein series and Maass wave forms respectively the holomorphic modular forms. This relation gave rise to the theory of periodic functions [10] , [2] which generalize the EichlerManin-Shimura cohomology theory for holomorphic modular forms.
The physical interpretation of these relations between the transfer operator and the spectral properties of the Laplacian for these groups G is within the theory of quantum chaos [16] , [19] : the transfer operator encodes the classical length spectrum of the geodesic flow and relates these data to the quantum data, namely eigenvalues and eigenfunctions respectively resonances of its quantized system. In this sense this transfer operator approach extends the more common approach to quantum chaos via the Selberg-Gutzwiller trace formula [7, Theorem 13.8, p . 209], [11] .
Obviously it is necessary to work out the transfer operator for more general Fuchsian groups, especially non-arithmetic ones, for which the Hecke triangle groups G q are good examples, since up to the cases q = 3, 4, 6 all of them are indeed non-arithmetic. In [14] the authors constructed a symbolic dynamics for the geodesic flow on the Hecke surfaces G q \H for arbitrary q, the case q = 3 was treated earlier in [9] . In both cases the authors used the nearest λ q -multiple continued fraction expansion, denoted for short by λ q -CF, and their dual expansion. Another approach was discussed also in [20] . Some of the ergodic properties of these λ q -CF's for q even have been worked out in [15] by H. Nakada. In the present paper we discuss the λ q -CF's and their duals for arbitrary q via their generating interval maps f q and f ⋆ q , which allow us to derive also a transfer operator for the Hecke triangle groups G q , whose Fredholm determinant is closely related to the Selberg function for the groups G q as we will discuss in a forthcoming paper.
In [8] Hurwitz introduced nearest integer continued fraction expansions of the form . Hence we can write the continued fraction expansion in (1.1) in terms of a (formal) Möbius transformation as T a 0 S T a 1 S T a 2 S T a 3 · · · 0. Hurwitz found in [8] , that equivalence of two points x, y ∈ R under the generating map f 3 is not the same as equivalence under the group action of PSL (2, Z) . This is obviously in contrast with the case of the Gauss map f G : [0, 1] → [0, 1] with f G (x) = 1 x mod 1 and the modular group PSL(2, Z).
In [15] Nakada introduced for even integers q ≥ 4 the nearest λ qmultiple continued fractions with λ q = 2 cos π q , which we will denote by ⋆ q are conjugate to subshifts over infinite alphabets and introduce sofic systems closely related to the λ q -CF and its dual. This allows a simple construction of the natural extension F q of the map f q . In Section 5 we relate the natural extension F q to the geodesic flow on the Hecke surfaces G q \H and derive the transfer operator for this flow. The final Section 6 contains a discussion of the convergence properties of the λ q -CF's by relating them to reduced Rosen λ-fractions as discussed in [21] . Lateron we also need the element
We may suppress the q-dependence in our notation when we work with a fixed value of q. The Hecke triangle group G q is a discrete subgroup of PSL(2, R) and its limit set is the projective line P 1 R = R ∪ {∞}. It acts on the upper half-plane, the lower half-plane and on P 1 R by Möbius transformations
The points x, y ∈ P 1 R are G q -equivalent denoted by x ∼ G q y, if there exists an element g ∈ G q such that y = g x. Obviously, this is an equivalence relation.
2.2.
Nearest λ q -multiple continued fractions and their duals. Consider finite or infinite sequences a i i . We denote periodic parts of the sequences by overlining the period part and finitely repeated patterns are denoted by a power where a 0 th power vanishes:
, a 4 , . . . and
We use also − a 1 , .
for q even and
for q odd.
We define the set B q of forbidden blocks as
The choice of the sign is the same within each block. For example 2, 3 , − 2, −3 ∈ B and 2, −3 B for q = 3.
We call a sequence a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , . . .
the set of infinite q-regular respectively dual q-regular sequences (a i ) i∈N .
A nearest λ q -multiple continued fraction, or λ q -CF, is a formal expansion of the type
with a i ∈ Z 0 , i ≥ 1 and a 0 ∈ Z.
We Proof. The proposition follows immediately from Lemmas 4 and 34 in [14] .
An alternative proof of Proposition 2.2.1 for infinite regular and dual regular expansions with leading 0 follows also from the lemmas in the Sections 4.2 and 4.4.
Converging λ q -CF's can be rewritten in terms of elements of the Hecke triangle group G q : if the expansion (2.1.4) is finite it can be written as follows
For infinite converging λ q -CF the expansion has to be interpreted as
An immediate consequence of this is Lemma 2.2.2. For a finite regular λ q -CF one finds for q even
respectively for q odd
Proof. Assume the left hand side to be regular. This implies a n 1 and hence the right hand side is regular, too. Conversely, assume the right hand side to be regular and hence a n − 1 −1. Therefore the expansions on the left hand side are regular.
The identity now follows by writing λ q -CF's in terms of Möbius transformations and using the identity (S T )
Remark 2.2.3. For q = 3 the nearest λ q -multiple continued fractions are in fact the well-known nearest integer fractions extensively discussed by Hurwitz in [8] . In particular, Theorem 2.1.2 for q = 3 was proved by him there. We include his results for the sake of completeness and to show how this special case q = 3 fits well into the discussion of the case of odd q ≥ 5. See also Remark 2.3.2. Remark 2.2.4. For q ≥ 4 the regular λ q -CF's correspond to Rosen's λ q -fractions introduced in [21] and discussed in [1] . We will discuss this relation in more detail in §5.1.
Special values and their expansions.
The following results are shown in [14] :
The point
has the regular λ q -CF
Put R q := λ q + r q with
whose expansion is periodic of length κ q with (2.3.3)
for even q and
The regular respectively dual regular λ q -CF of the point x = R q has the form
for odd q ≥ 5 and [ [1; 3] ] for q = 3.
Moreover,
for even q and (2.3.6)
and R q satisfies the inequality
Remark 2.3.1. For R 3 one finds . Denote by l(x) ≤ ∞ respectively l(y) ≤ ∞ the number of entries in the above λ q -CF's. We introduce a lexiographic order "≺" for λ q -CF's in the following way: For n ∈ Z ≥0 being the number of equal digits at the head of the λ q -CF's, i.e., a i = b i for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n and l(x), l(y) ≥ n, we define (2.4.1)
, l(y) ≥ n + 1 and a n b n < 0, a n < b n if n > 0, both l(x), l(y) ≥ n + 1 and a n b n > 0, b n < 0 if n > 0 and l(x) = n or a n > 0 if n > 0 and l(y) = n.
We also write x y for x ≺ y or x = y. This is indeed an order on regular λ q -CF's, since Lemmas 22 and 23 in [14] 
with n > m then the rewriting rules in [14] lead to 
(2) x and y satisfy:
• x ∼ reg y or • x ∼ reg ±r and y ∼ reg ∓r.
To prove the proposition, we need the following lemmas: The identities
We apply these identities recursively on g n in (2.5.1). After a finite number of steps one arrives at a word representing g n which contains blocks of at most h q consecutive digits ±1. Indeed, since each application of one of these identities reduces the length of the word, the process of applying the identities has to stop after a finite number of steps. And, since the λ q -CF of x is reduced, there are no blocks of more than h q consecutive ±1 to the right of the part "S T b m S δ T a 0 S T a 1 " of the word g n in (2.5.1).
Hence g x can be written as a λ q -CF of the form (2.2.4) without blocks of more than h q consecutive digits ±1 and with a tail identical to the regular tail in the λ q -CF of x. 
for m ≥ 2, and similar arguments as for q even show that the forbidden block and the digits following it are either of the form 1 h q +1 followed by 2, 1
The rewritten form is the as given in the lemma. For a i−1 = 2 rewriting cannot lead to a new forbidden block to the left of a i contradicting otherwise the first forbidden block to start with a i .
The case q = 3 with forbidden block 2, 2 n , m , m ≥ 2 and n ∈ Z ≥0 can be handled in complete analogy by using the rewriting rule a, 2, 2
Proof of Proposition 2.5.1. We show first the implication (2) ⇒ (1). If x ∼ reg y then x and y have regular λ q -CF's with the same tail:
∈ G q . Writing x and y in terms of Möbius transformations as explained in (2.2.4) we find,
and hence x and y are G q -equivalent.
Assume next x ∼ reg r and y ∼ reg −r and hence x ∼ G q r and y ∼ G q −r. Since R q = T q r q according to (2.3.2) and −R q = S R q according to (2.3.6) for even q respectively −R q = (T q ) h q +1 R q according to (2.3.7) for odd q obviously r ∼ G q −r and hence x ∼ G q y.
To show implication (1) ⇒ (2), assume there exists g ∈ G q with g x = y with x and y having infinite regular λ q -CF's. Lemma 2.5.2 shows that g x can be written as an infinite λ q -CF with regular tail satisfying the assumptions of Lemma 2.5.3. Using the rewriting rules in Lemmas 11 and 13 of [14] we can recursively rewrite the λ q -CF of g x into a regular λ q -CF from the left to the right. We procede to the next forbidden block if rewriting does not lead to a new forbidden block. Lemma 2.5.3 implies that a new forbidden block can only appear to the right of the original one which we process next. If this rewriting process stops after finitely many steps then y = g x and x have the same tail in their λ q -CF's and x ∼ reg y.
Hence assume, the rewriting process has to be repeated again and again. Then after a sufficiently large but finite number of rewriting steps one arrives at the situation where the λ q -CF of g x is regular up to one forbidden block. Denote this λ q -CF by [a 0 ; a 1 , . . .] with the remaining forbidden block starting at digit a i , i ≥ 1 and assume w.l.o.g. the forbidden block has positive digits.
Consider first the case q even: By Lemma 2. 
where the forbidden block at digit a i is underlined, and whose tail, determining also the tail of x, is regular λ q -CF-equivalent to r q . After infinitely many further rewritings one arrives at the regular λ q -CF of y whose tail is regular λ q -CF-equivalent to −r q . Consider next the case q ≥ 5 odd: Lemma 2.5.3 again determines the form of the forbidden block and the following digits as
and the blocks
Since the blocks A 1 , A 1 and A 2 , A 1 are forbidden blocks, necessarily B j = A 2 for all j ≥ 2, since otherwise B 0 would not be the last forbidden block in the λ q -CF of g x. Hence the λ q -CF of g x has the form
where the forbidden block at digit a i is again underlined. As in the previous case, we find x is regular λ q -CF-equivalent to r q and y is regular λ q -CFequivalent to −r q . Consider finally the case q = 3: Lemma 2.5.3 gives again the form of the forbidden block and the following digits as [a i , .
n , 3 , n ≥ 0, and the blocks B j ∈ 2 , 3 , j ≥ 1. Since the blocks [2, 2] and [2, 3] are forbidden, necessarily B j = [3] for all j ≥ 1. The λ q -CF of g x hence has the form
where the forbidden block at digit a i is underlined. Again x is regular λ q -CF-equivalent to r q and y is regular λ q -CF-equivalent to −r q . The case of x and y having finite regular λ q -CF's is trivial and the case of one having a finite and one having an infinite expansion cannot happen.
Generating maps for the λ q -continued fractions and their duals
Similar to the Gauss continued fractions also the λ q -continued fractions and their duals, which for q = 3 have been introduced by Hurwitz in [8] , can be generated by interval maps with strong ergodic properties like in the case of the Gauss maps. 
The interval maps f q and f
with λ q as in (2.1.4) and
where ⌊·⌋ is the (modified) floor function
We also need the map · ⋆ q given by
The interval maps f q : I q → I q and f ⋆ q : I R q → I R q are defined as follows: For given x, y ∈ R the coefficients a i and b 1 , i ∈ Z ≥0 are determined by the following algorithms:
(0) a 0 = x q and
The algorithm terminates if y i+1 = 0. By construction the coefficients form λ q -CF's in the sense of (2.2.3):
) and regular whereas the one of y is unique for all y
(±r q ) and dual regular.
Proof. A simple calculation shows that the regular λ q -CF of all points 
holds. By using the regular λ q -CF of − 
respectively for q odd by defining
2 and (3.3.5)
In the case q = 3 one has κ 3 = 1 and h 3 = 0. Therefore
Obviously the intervals (3.3.6) 
where S • denotes the interior of the set S . To get a reasonable symbolic dynamics for the two maps f q and f ⋆ q we have to construct finer partitions using the monotonicity intervals of the two maps. Consider first the case q = 3 such that λ 3 = 1. Define for m = 2, 3, 4, . . . the intervals J m as (3.3.8) 
. If we hence define the intervals J ±1 i as (3.3.10)
which is obviously again Markovian, since 
with κ q = 2h q + 1 and the φ i 's given in (3.3.5), (3.3.6). Hence for ε = +, − one finds φ εi ∈ J ε1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ κ q − 2 and φ ε(κ q −1) ∈ J ε2 . If we then define for ε = +, − the intervals
we find that the partition M( f q ) defined by (3.3.13) 
Then the partition with A i, j ∈ {0, 1} for ε = +, − as follows: 
That the point x is uniquely defined follows from the expanding property of the local branches f J m = f 3 J m of the map f 3 , given on the interval
For q even with q = 2h q + 2 define the alphabet
is defined in this case as follows: and all the other matrix elements vanishing. Define the set ∂M( f q ) and the map π : I q ∂M( f q ) → F N A in analogy to the case q = 3. The same arguments as there show that this map is bijective and conjugates f q to the shift map τ with π • f 3 = τ • π on I q ∂M( f q ).
is given in Table 2 .
The set ∂M( f q ) and the map π :
A are defined similarly as in the foregoing cases q = 3 and q even and have the same properties. The inverse (π)
Hence also in this case the map f q gets conjugated by π to the shift map τ on the space F N A of symbol sequences and therefore is itself a subshift of infinite type.
A sofic system related to the map f q and the regular λ q -CF.
The transition matrix A in (4.1.1) for the subshift f 3 : I 3 → I 3 shows that a symbol sequence a = (a i ) i∈N ∈ F J (a 1 ,. ..,a n ) the closed interval J (a 1 ,...,a n ) := J a 1 
with f a i := f q J a i . Obviously x n ∈ J (a 1 ,...,a n ) . All these intervals are nonempty and J (a 1 ,...,a n+1 ) ⊂  J (a 1 ,. ..,a n ) for all n. Hence ∞ n=1 J (a 1 ,...,a n ) is not empty. Because the map f 3 is strictly expanding this set contains exactly one point x. But this shows that lim n→∞ [[0; a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ]] = x.
In the case q 3 the relation between the symbolic dynamics with respect to the Markov partitions M( f q ) and the λ q -CF is more complicated. Indeed one has to introduce a corresponding sofic system, namely in the alphabet F the letters ε1 i respectively ε2 i have to be replaced by the letters ε1 respectively ε2 for all i. This corresponds to replacing the Markov partition M( f q ) defined in Section 3.3 by the partition J( f q ) defined as I q = ε=+,− ∞ m=1 J εm with J m given in (3.3.9). It is not difficult to see that this partition is generating that means 
Proof. Consider first q even: From the definition of the transition matrix A in (4.1.2) for the case q = 2h q +2 it follows that there cannot be more than h q consecutive symbols ε1 in a = (a i ) i∈N =π(x) since (A) ε1 κq ,εm = 0 for all m = 2, 3, . . .: indeed h q consecutive symbols ε1 are only possible for points x with f i−1
Given on the other hand such a q-regular sequence a = (a i ) i∈N there exists a unique point x ∈ I q ∂M( f q ) withπ(x) = a: indeed if for some l ≥ 1 and k ≥ 0 one has a l = a l+1 = . . . = a l+k = ε1 and a l+k+1 = m ε1 consider the sequence ξ ∈ F N A with ξ l+k = ε1 κ q , ξ l+k−1 = ε1 κ q −1 , . . . , ξ l = ε1 κ q −l if sign (m) ε respectively ξ l+k = ε1 κ q −1 , ξ l+k−1 = ε1 κ q −2 , . . ., ξ l = ε1 κ q −l−1 if sign (m) = ε, whereas ξ i = a i for all a i ε1. Since k ≤ κ q − 1 respectively k ≤ κ q − 2 in the second case, the sequence ξ belongs indeed to F The same reasoning can be applied in the case q = 2h q + 3 odd to show that the mapπ :
N is bijective with inversê πand by A = (A i, j ) i, j∈F the transition matrix with matrix elements
Hence also in the case q is odd the map f ⋆ q is conjugate to a subshift of infinite type. 
A sofic system related to f
for i ∈ N, is bijective and π • f 
and hence ξ k+h q = ±1 2h q −1 respectively ξ k+h q = ±1 2h q . The transition matrix A in Table 3 then shows that in the first case ξ k+h q +1 = ±2 κ q and in the second case
If ξ k+h q +1 = ±2 κ q then ξ k+h q +1+i = ±1 2i for 1 ≤ i ≤ h q and hence ξ k+2h q +1 = ±1 2h q .
If in the second case ξ k+h q +1 = ±2 κ q +1 then the maximal number of consecutive symbols ±1 in b is h q − 1 since in this case ξ k+h q +2 = ±1 i for some i ≥ 3 and only for i = 3 one has ξ k+2h q = ±1 2h q −1 . In all other cases when b k+h q +1
±2 the number of consecutive symbols ±1 is certainly bounded by h q . This shows that in the sequence b =π(x) the subsequence (±m, (±1) there exist a unique ξ ∈ F N A which is related to b by replacing the symbols ±1 i respectively the symbols ±2 i by the symbols ±1 respectively ±2, the same arguments as in the previous cases apply to show, that the inverse map π −1 is given byπ
f q and f ⋆ q are equivalent to the shift map τ on one sided infinite sequences a > := (a i ) i∈N ∈ A reg q respectively a < := (a i ) i∈Z ≤0 ∈ A dreg q . Denote by A q the set of two-sided infinite sequences
where B q was defined in (2.2.2). The natural extension of the one-sided shift map τ is the two-sided shift τ :
The natural extension F q of the map f q respectively its inverse F −1 q can then be identified simply with the corresponding induced maps on pairs of points (x, y) with regular respectively dual regular λ q -CF a 2 , a 3 , a 4 
The set Ω q ⊂ I q × I R q hence is given by
Proof. W.l.o.g. assume Π 1 (a) ∈ Φ i ⊂ I q where Φ i is defined in (3.3.6). For q even Lemma 3.3.1 and the
Hence Π 1 (a) has a λ q -CF of the form
with at most i − 1 consecutive 1's in the sequence a −i+2 , . . . , a 0 . The point Π 2 (a) hence is bounded by the largest and smallest number whose dual regular λ q -CF starts with at most i − 1 consecutive 1's and hence
But (3.3.4) and (2.3.5) show that these bounds are just ψ κ q −i+1 and R q .
The case q odd, q ≥ 5, is slightly more complicated. First, assume i to be even and put j = 
Hence Π 1 (a) has a λ q -CF of the form Since a ∈ A q the sequence (a − j+1 , . . . , a 0 ) in   a = . . . , a − j , a − j+1 , . . . , a 0 ; (1)
cannot contain more than j−1 consecutive digits 1. Hence Π 2 (a) is bounded by the points
which by Lemma 3.3.1 and (2.3.5) are just ψ κ q −2 j+1 and R q . Next, consider the case i odd and put
Again, by Lemma 3.3.1 and (2.3.5)
and therefore Π 1 (a) has a λ q -CF of the form
Hence there is again a restriction on the sequence a:
, a h− j+1 , . . . , and therefore Π 2 (a) is bounded by
which by Lemma 3. 
for some i ∈ {1, . . . , κ q } the definitions of φ i and ψ i as elements of orbit − λ q 2 and orbit −R q respectively imply that the bi-infinite sequence a := . . . , a −2 , a −1 , a 0 ; a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , . . . does not contain forbidden blocks, and hence a ∈ A q .
It is well known that the map Π : A q → R 2 is continuous (see for instance [18] ) when A q is equipped with the usual metric of the shift space. , is denoted by H = {z ∈ C; Im (z) > 0}. The group of isometries of this space is given by PSL(2, R). The boundary of H is the projective line P 1 R .
We consider oriented geodesics on H. Geodesic lines on H are halfcircles perpendicular to R or straight lines parallel to the imaginary axis Re (z) = 0. An oriented geodesic ω on H will be represented by the two base points ω − , ω + ∈ R ∪ {i∞} with its orientation from ω − towards ω + . We denote such a geodesic by ω = (ω − , ω + ).
We call two oriented geodesics ω and υ G q -equivalent if there exists an element g ∈ G q with g ω − = υ − and g ω + = υ + .
Then one can show For x = S ω + and y = −ω − we have
The following three cases have to be discussed: "a 0 ≥ 2", "a 0 = 1" and "a 0 = 0". If a 0 ≥ 2 then ω + ≥ 2λ − 
Assume therefore a A q . The forbidden block must appear around ";" in (5.
3). This can only happen for q even if
Using the lexicographic order "≺" in Section 2.4 we find
On the other hand, −ω − ∈ r q , R q implies −ω − ≥ r q . This leads to a contradiction.
. Hence a 1 < 0 in the λ q -CF (5.1.1). For m ∈ Z ≥2 the sequence − m, a 1 , a 2 , . . . is q-regular and also
The corresponding bi-infinite sequence a ′ := . . . , −b 1 , m; −m, a 1 , . . . is then q-regular and Lemma 4.5.3 hence implies S ω
For a 0 = 1
for q odd and 
The case ω + < 0 and ω − ∈ r q , R q ⊂ I R q can be treated in the same way.
The proof for q = 3 is similar to the case q ≥ 4, however there are the four cases a 0 ≥ 3, a 0 = 2, a 0 = 1 and a 0 = 0 to be considered. If a 0 ≥ 3 then we can argue as in the case a 0 ≥ 2 before. Since
⋆ , the bi-infinite sequence a in (5. 
5.2.
The transfer operator for G q . The authors of [14] have constructed a Poincaré section Σ for the geodesic flow Φ t : S 1 G q \H → S 1 G q \H on the Hecke surfaces G q \H for which the Poincaré map P : Σ → Σ is basically given by the natural extension F q of the map f q : I q → I q . The periodic orbits of this geodesic flow can therefore be characterized by the periodic orbits of F q and therefore also by the periodic orbits of the map f q respectively its periodic points which determine the ones of F q uniquely. Indeed, Theorem 2.5.1 implies an almost one-to-one correspondence between the periodic orbits of the geodesic flow on the Hecke surfaces G q \H and the periodic orbits of the map f q , only the periodic orbits of the points r q and −r q which are not equivalent under the map f q lead to the same periodic orbit of the geodesic flow since these points are G q -equivalent. This shows already that the Selberg zeta function Z G q for the Hecke triangle groups defined as
where the product is over the prime periodic orbits γ of the geodesic flow and l(γ) denotes its period (and hence the length of the corresponding closed geodesic), cannot be expressed in terms of the transfer operator for the map f q alone. Indeed, to relate the above Selberg zeta function to the Poincaré map P one uses the following Lemma by Ruelle [17] : In the transfer operator approach to the dynamical zeta functions the partition functions Z n (β) get expressed in terms of the traces of an operator constructed from the Poincaré map P : Σ → Σ respectively its restriction to the unstable directions. In our case the unstable direction is one-dimensional and the restriction of P to it is basically just the map f q : I q → I q . On the other hand one knows that the recurrence time r : Σ → R + in our case is given by r(x) = log f ′ q (x) . The Ruelle transfer operator L β then has the following form
where g : I q → C is some complex valued function and Re (β) > 1 to ensure convergence of the series. To get an explicit form for the operator L β one has to determine the preimages y of any point x ∈ I q . For this recall the Markov partition I q = i∈A κq Φ i with A κ q = {±1, . . . , ±κ q } in (3.3.6), determined by the intervals Φ i , and the local inverses ϑ ±m (x) := f q J ±m −1
Using these sets we can rewrite the transfer operator L β in (5.2.1) as
with χ Φ i the characteristic function of the set Φ i . With g i := g Φ i this can be written also as follows
Thereby we used the Markov property of the partition 
Consider therefore the Banach space B = ⊕ i∈A κq B(D i ) with B(D i ) the Banach space of holomorphic functions on the disc D i with the sup norm. On this space the transfer operator L β has the form
which is well defined for Re (β) > . In a forthcoming paper we will discuss the spectral properties of this operator and its relation to the Selberg zeta function for the Hecke triangle groups G q . Here we give the explicit form of this operator for the case q = 3 and q = 4.
For q = 3 one has κ 3 = 1 and therefore A κ 3 = {±1}. The index sets
For q = 4 one has also κ 4 = 1 and hence A κ 4 = {±1}. The index sets N i, j , i, j ∈ A κ 4 are given by N 1,1 = Z ≥2 , N 1,−1 = Z ≤−1 , N −1,1 = Z ≥1 and N −1,−1 = Z ≤−2 . This leads in these two cases to the following transfer operators
where λ 3 = 1 and λ 4 = √ 2 and the summation index in brackets belongs to the case q = 4. For q = 3, 4 the discs D i , i = ±1 can be taken as
. For q = 3 this operator and its eigenfunctions with eigenvalue ρ = 1 have been discussed in [3] where it was shown that these eigenfunctions are directly related to the eigenfunctions with eigenvalues ρ = ±1 of the transfer operator for the modular group G 3 derived from a symbolic dynamics for the geodesic flow using the Gauss continued fractions in [12] . with r 0 ∈ Z and ε i = ±1, r i ≥ 1 for i ∈ N. We call such expansions Rosen λ-fraction. 
Proof. Equation 6.1.2 shows that the sign of the i th digit (−1) i ε 1 · · · ε i r i in the formal λ q -CF is determined by (−1) i ε 1 · · · ε i . Hence, the ratio
determines whether a i and a i+1 have the same or opposite signs.
Equations (6.1.2) and (6.1.3) indeed relate regular λ q -CF's and reduced Rosen λ-fractions as we show next. Set 
to non-uniqueness of the expansion. We always choose the first possibility.
Then one shows Proof. Let x ∈ R have the regular Rosen λ-fraction expansion (6.1.1). We have to show that the corresponding λ q -CF in (6.1.2) does not contain any forbidden block from B q . We consider the cases q even and q odd separately.
Let q be even. Using Lemma 6.1.1 and the identity h R = h q −1 in (6.1.4) we see that Property (1) of Definition 6.1.2 corresponds to the absence of blocks of the form (±1) h q , ±m for any m ∈ Z ≥1 . Consider next q odd. Using again Lemma 6.1.1 and the identity h R = h q we see that Property (2) of Definition 6.1.2 corresponds to the absence of blocks of the form (±1) h q +1 . Similarly, Property (3) corresponds to the absence of blocks of the form (±1) h q , ±2, (±1) h q , ±m for any m ∈ Z ≥1 . This shows that no forbidden block from B q appears in the λ q -CF in (6.1.2).
Next, let x ∈ R have the regular λ q -CF . . . , (−sign (a n−1 )sign (a n ) : |a n |), (−sign (a n ) : 1), (−1 : 1) h q −1 .
Since by the equation below (4.2) in [21] and by [1, (4) ] the identity 0; (1 : 1), (−1 : 1)
holds, we are in the situation of Property (5) . If a n < 0 we choose the "+"-sign in Property (5) . If a n > 0 we use Lemma 2.2.2 to rewrite the finite regular λ q -CF such that its tail ends in a n − 1, (−1) h q with sign (a n − 1) = sign (a n ). Using Equation (6.1.3) we arrive at the Rosen λ-fraction a 0 ; (−sign (a 1 ) : |a 1 |), . . . . . . , (−sign (a n−1 )sign (a n − 1) : |a n − 1|), (sign (a n − 1) : 1), (−1 : 1) h q −1 .
with the correct tail. The case q odd is analogous to q even, with the only difference that the reduced Rosen λ-fraction The following lemma will show that regular λ q -CF's are indeed well defined and determine real numbers. This obviously is true for finite regular λ q -CF's. Proof. The case q = 3 has been shown in [8] . Hence assume q ≥ 4. Since the regular λ q -CF is infinite, we don't have the ambiguities in Lemma 6.1.3. which shows that the corresponding Rosen λ-fraction . . . , (−sign (a n−1 )sign (a n ) : |a n |)]
= [a 0 ; a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ] = p n q n with p n and q n satisfying (6.2.1). Hence we find indeed P n = sign (q n ) p n and Q n = |q n |.
This lemma shows that the results on convergents in [21] hold also for the regular λ q -CF's. We collect the relevant results in [21] and [8] Then the following estimate for the approximation of x by the convergents holds: Proof. The lemma follows for q ≥ 4 from Theorem 4.6 in [1] and for q = 3 from Satz on page 383 in [8] .
Remark 6.2.6. Obviously, Lemma 6.2.5 implies that infinite regular λ q -CF's converge. This gives another proof of part of Proposition 2.2.1.
